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Friday, January 30, 1978 
Dr. Emerson Shuck an-
nounced this week that 
he's stepping down as 
president next 
December. Page 2. 
ASEWSC and 'The 
Easterner preview next 
week'• General Elec-
, tlons. Page 7 
Eastern high Jumper 
Greg Mitchell talks 
about his hopes for this 1 .............. 111.11119 
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Effectfve ,December 76 
l?-,r, s i ~E~ 01ou§i.lln~h~n~od B. es i ·g n :S 
, "•,.> .. <, · •\, ·::.. . week that he has submitt~d his resignation institutions and people. There is no prin- mini~trative responsibilities after a period 
·' :"?: as· President of Eastern Washington State cipal reason or cause for the decision ,' nor of. outstanding service and to assume 
\ '· College. is it in any way intended as a protest about reduced duties. 
President Emerson Shuck 
Dr. Shuck said he· discussed his resigna- any mfilter, .. Shuck wrote in a memoran- .. Mrs. Shuck and I are very fond of the 
tion with the Board of Trustees at its durn tq Eastern's faculty and staff. · Pacific Northwest and would like to stay 
meeting on campus last week and that he .. I've been here for nine years," he said . . in this part of the country," he said. 
and the Board .are in full accord about his .. And that's a pretty long time." Dr. Shuck became 17th president of 
resignation and its terms and timing. Dr. Shuck said that his future plans are EWSC in September, 1967. During the 
The effective date of the resignation is indefinite. But he said, .. Sally (his wife) period of his presidency the institution has 
set at Dec. I 0, 1976, to provide time for · and I are content with the unfamiliar nearly doubled in size and has added 
the Board to conduct its search for a prospects of being able to consider alter- many academic professional and service 
successor, and to enable Dr. Shuck to natives _in our lives together." · program~. 
complete his responsibilities as national After December he will be on a nine- Prior to coming to Eastern, Dr. Shuck 
president of the American Association of month sabbatical ·teave from the college, was vice president for academic affairs at 
State Colleges and Uni'versities. and may return in the fall of 1977 as Ohio Wesleyan University. Before that, 
His term with that association, which is Professor of the College. during 20 years at Bowling Green State 
comprised of over 320 institutional A .. Professor of the College" is University_ in Ohio, he had held posts as 
members, expires in November, 1976. designated by the Board of Trustees and is professor of English, chairman of the 
Dr. Shuck had little to say about his an individual who holds the academic English department, first dean of the un-
reasons for retirement from Eastern. rank of Professor and who wishes to iversity's Graduate School and Dean of 
.. I regard the decision as a positive relinquish full-time teaching or ad- the College of Liberal Arts. 
Dr. Minor 
Dismissa/Sought BEP Officer Out Patrick Singleton, student 
services officer of the Black 
Education Program, was 
notified by Dr. Shuck last 
week that he is immediately 
suspended and dismissed from 
his position in the BEP at 
EWSC. 
Shuck is seeking Singleton's 
suspension and dismissal on 
the recommendation of 
Clarence Williams, director of 
the BEP. 
The notification of suspen-
sion listed .. insubordination" 
and "'neglect of duty" as the 
primary reasons for Single-
ton's suspension. 
In a Jan., I~ . mpmorandu'rrl : 
to Shu'ck; · WHli'a~ms ·wrote, 
.. Primarily the decision to 
remove and replace Mr. 
Singleton results from his 
behavior and from our 
recognition that employing 
him in our program is 
detrimental -to th·e BEP and to 
•its students." 
"'These accusations are en-
tirely false. and comple,t~ly dis-
tort the actual facts," said 
Error -Halts. AS 
Election . Counts 
' . . 
A mistake in computer 
programming slowed down 
the primary election tally 
Wednesday night. The votes 
for legislative positions 6- Io· 
had to be counted by hand. 
Unofficially, the ten can-
didates that qualified for next · 
week's general election are: 
Bill Motsenbocker and Tilde·n 
Lyones-position -6; Joanne 
Uchida and Cynthia 
Neusom-position 7; Jerry 
Smith and Zachary 
Lueck-position 8; Len Gross · 
and Shelia Perry-position 9; 
and Daria Cotton and L~ 
Antles-position 10. 
Presid·ent Gerald Ford 
received the most Republian 
votes in the mock presidential 
election while Senator Henry 
·Jackson was the top vote-
getter among the democrats. 
The Easterner will publish 
the official tallies of primary 
election items and next week's 
general election items when 
the figures become available. 
. 
Page two 
Singleton in an interview this 
week. "This entire action is 
exactly what might be 
expected of a director who 
misrepresents himself on his 
'resume for the purpose of ob-
taining his position with the 
college. We can expect more 
misrepresentations from him 
as long as he is around." 
Williams was out of town 
this week and unavailable for 
comment. 
Dr. Charles Minor 
Eoroll.ment DrOps · 
I 
Eastern'~ .wint,er enroll!1}ent has dropped almost 400 students 
fro111 fall. qu~rter's -aH•tinie high of 7,185 students. 
Winter qu·arter erirollmer:it total is 6,708 students; according to 
. statistics released by Registrar Del Liljegren. 
Eastern, however, is still having budgetary problems because 
enrollment continues to be higher than the projections of 6,650 
students made by the Office of Program Planning and Fiscal 
Management (OPPFM), a state agency. Those projections were 
made during the fall' of 1974 when enrollment was down with ap-
proximately 400 students working at Expo '74. 
The state requires that if the average annual enrollment sur-
passes the contract figure by one and a half per cent, the college 
must return the "operating" fees paid by the surplus students to 
the state. 
Hence, admissions for winter quarter were cut back, along 
with a cutback of students who were on probation or on the drop 
roll. 
Commenting on winter quarter schedu,ling, Liljegren said, "It 
went beautifully for us and hopefully for the student~ too.," . . 
· Liljegren added that a new twist will be added to tlie regisfra-
tio~ of Spokane night classes this spring. . 
In . the past, registration for the Spokane night classes took 
place the first night of the class. 
Starting this spring, registration will take place in advance, 
allo\Yi:ng ;the department'to decide ahead of time if they need to 
add another section or drop a class. . . . 
EN~OLLMENT STATISTICS ' 
Total Enrollment: 












Sex Distributlon: . , 
Male: 
Female: 





































Dr. Charles Minor recently has at least 20 days before his 
received notice that President entitled hearing. 
Shuck is seeking his dismissal ·,Dr. Minor had no comment 
from his position as faculty· on the matter. 
me~ber at EWSC. A Human Rights Commis-
According to the college By- sion investigation of charges 
Laws, adequate cause for dis- filed by Dr. Minor fast fall is 
missal of a faculty member for still underway. Dr. Minor 
other than program or fiscal charged Dr. Shuck _and E-WSC 
reasons must be related direct- with using unfair practices and 
ly and substantially to the discrimination in employment. 
fitness of the faculty member At last week's Board of 
in his professional capacity as Trustees meeting, Asst. At-
a teacher. torney General Roger Reed 
An informal inquiry by the was appointed to-represent the 
Facylty Appeals Committee· adminis.tration in the event 
was made · earlier this school that the :Human Rights Com: 
year, . and their fi:ndings in the m1ss19n finds substantial 
matter were submitted to Dr. • evidence to support Dr. 
Shuck, who decided to in- Minor's charges . 
itiate the dismissal procedure. · 
Dr. Minor: received a list of Comm ittee.s w,• 11 
the specific charges against 
him January 20 and, according Need . Your Help 
to the By-Law procedure, he 
KEWC To Airi · 
Ca.ndidate Views 
On Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1976, 
KEWC will hold a lelephone 
session with all the candidates 
on the Gener.al, Election. · . 
The station has set aside ~p-
. pro!'imat~ly ~WO and on<>hfrn 
hours (or this purpose. Ea~h 
Legjslative position will be 
allowed a total of one•half 
hour for telephone respon~e. 
At the . beginning, each. in-
•dividual c.andida,te will &e 
allowed two and one-half 
minutes to state his or her 
respective stands on issues. 
The entire school audience 
is urged to call the station to 
ask questions of each can-
didate. The time will be · from 
4:00 p.m. until approximately 
7:00 p.m. · 
Phone Oly Free 
This is an election year for 
all state representatives and 
half of the state senators. 
Constituent inrut could be 
very effective during this 
special session of the state 
legislature. 
Any legislator may be 
reached by calling a toll-free 
hotline number (1'-800-562-
8000). Messages will be written 
down ~nd delivered to the 
legislator specified. 
Students who want to 
beco,me involved in college af-
fairs without the hassle or run-
ning for election can apply for 
a position on a variety of com-
ll)ittees. 
. The following committees 
have student ·positions open. 
Applications c~n be picked· up 
in the AS office on the third 
floor of the PU 8. 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
Eastern Washington State _College 
Committee V ancancles 
January 5, 1976 
Councils of'the Academic Senate 
Undergraduate. A tr airs Council-2 
Teacher Education Committee-2 
General Education Committee-2 
Course & Pro,gram Approval 
Committee-I 
Admissions, Counseling & · Place-
ment Committee- I 
Academic Appeals Cdmmittee-2 
. L.ibrary /IMC Committee,3 
All College Committees 
Affirmative Action Council-2 
Alumni Board-2 
Athletic Council-3 · 
Bicentennial Commission-2 
Bookstore Advisory Committee-2 
College Disciplinary Committee-2 




Student Publications Commission-2 
Student Union Board of Control-I 
Committees of the Associated 
Students 
A.S. Contemporary Issues Bureau-5 
A.S. Social Activities Review 
Board-5 ' 
Political Action Committee-4 
Tawanka Food Committec-8 
.... ' January 30, 1976 
Collective Bargaining Issue 
· BOT Denies Af.T 
By Carla Anderson 
Associate Editor 
Eastern's Board of Trustees 
has denied recognition of the 
AFT as the exclusive 
bargaining agent for the facul-
ty, saying that the BOT did not 
have authority to recognize 
any group for the purpose of 
collective bargaining. 
At the January 23rd 
meeting, the Board disclaimed 
all authority in the matter until 
such time that the State 
Supreme Court, or federal or 
state legislature determines 
otherwise. 
The Board also reaffirmed 
its policy favoring action by 
the state legislature in passing 
regulatory legi6lation in the 
area of collective bargaining 
· which will ••take into account 
the · rights of students, faculty 
and administration." 
In response to a letter from 
the president of the AFT 
claiming majority · representa-
tion of the faculty at Eastern 
and demanding exclusive collec-
tive bargaining rights, the BOT 
approved its proposal which 
stated: ''If and when the BOT is 
grantecJ legal authority to 
recognize an exclusive 
bargaining representative for 
the faculty, unless otherwise 
legally mandated, it shall be the 
policy of the BOT to only 
recognize an exclusive 
bargaining representative after 
a properly supervised secret 
ballot election sustaining the 
organization's claim of majori-
ty representation." 
In other action, the Board 
rejected two remodeling bids 
because of both contractors 
apparen 1. failure to meet 
minority hiring standards. 
BOT Chairman Jerome 
Page said that the record for 
Board Fails to Act 
·on Free Admission 
By Ray Spanjer 
Staff Writer 
Eastern 's Board of Trustees 
has gone over the Associated 
Student's request concerning 
free admission to Eagle 
Athletic Events and referred 
the matter to the Services and 
Activities Fees Committee for 
further evaluation. 
The committee will meet 
today to decide whether there 
are proper funds for such a 
move and, if not, where the 
alternate funds are to 
originate. 
Last month th,e AS 
Legislature recommended that 
Eastern's Board .of Trustees 
discontinued charging stu-
dents admission to athletic 
events. 
The recommendation 
originated becaus~ of discus-
sion concerning raising prices 
for everyone, including the AS 
student body for viewing 
athletic events. 
in a double pay111ent by them," 
said Hampson. 
The BOT decided at its Jan. 
23rd ·meeting to endorse the 
recommendation ••in con-
cept". However, instead of 
passing the recommendation 
they forwarded it to the Ser-
vices and Activities Fees Com-
mittee to look into possible 
alternative funds. 
.. We\ were hoping the BOT 
would pass our recommenda-
tion in their meeting on the 
23rd," said newly-elected AS 
Speaker Jerry Howe. 
••1f they had OKed the 
recommendation it might have 
been put into effect before the 
majority of the basketball 
games were over. It now looks 
like this isn'J possible," said 
Howe. 
After the Fees Committee 
makes their examination the 
recommendation will go back 
to the BOT for a final decision 
on February .19. 
Tuition Increase 
both contractors was not good 
regarding minority hiring. 
Board member Merle 
Haffner said the propos·ed 
contractor for the Science Hall 
remodeling (Goebel Contrac-
tors) had the "best record in 
Spokane" for minority hiring. 
"If that is the case, then 
Spokane's minority hiring is 
apalling," replied Page. "We 
ought to lay down the law so 
that we are part of the sohaJion, 
not part of the problem." 
The Board then moved to 
not accept bids until they had 
time to do their .. homework" 
to determine to what extent 
Eastern was contributing to 
the problem by accepting con-
tracts from those who failed to 
meet minority hiring stan-
dards. 
The Board also considered 
the recommendation that ac-
tivity charges be eliminated, 
but deferred action on the 
recommendation until the next 
meeting. At that time the 
elimination of activity charges 
will be approved if it is shown 
that funds are available to 
replace• them. 
As Speaker Jerry Howe said, 
"By that time it will be too late 
to benefit this year's students." 
But the Board action stood. 
In other business, the 
trustees took the following ac-
tion: 
-Approved a proposal that 
the name of the Seminar in 
Laryngectomee Rehabilitation 
be changed to Institute in 
Laryngectomee Rehabilita-
tion. 
-A pp roved a name change 
of the Department of Political 
Science to the Department of 
Government and the Depart-
ment of Foreign Languages to 
the Department of Modern 
Languages and Literatures. 
-Approved the appoint-
ment of Asst. Atty. Gen. 
Roger Reed to represent the 
administration in possible ac-
tion by the Human Rights 
Commission on the behalf of 
Dr. (;harles Minor. 
In a letter to BOT Chairman 
Jerome Page, AS President 
Tom Hampson stated that the 
ASEWSC Legislature is of the 
opinion that the AS already 
funds athletics. 
AFT -Opposes Hike 
••charging the · Associated 
Students fo.r admission results 
Employ.ee 
Succumbs 
The flags atop all the 
buildings on Eastern 's campus 
are flying at half-mast· this 
week in honor of Wim Albers, 
Maintenance Supervisor, who 
passed away in a Spokane 
hospital Saturday January 24. 
Mr. Albers was a long-time 
employe of Eastern, having 
begun his career as a carpenter 
in 1964. -
Memorial services will be 
held Friday January 30 at 2 
p.m. in the Colonial Chapel of 
the Valley Hazen-Jaeger 
Funeral Home, North 1306 
Pines Road in Opportunity. 
Interment will be at the Pines 
Cemetery. · 
Januan 30, 1976 
Local AFT President Wes 
Stone has charg'ed that recent 
proposals to raise tuitions at 
state colleges . ma)' destroy the 
student's opportunity to ob-
tain a higher education in 
Washington. 
Stone called tuition raises a 
••trend" developing in the· state 
·legislature which has caused 
tuition to increase 92 per cent 
in _recent years. 
The recent legislative tuiHon 
proposal would raise tuition 
IO per cent at EWSC. If the 
proposal is made law, EWSC 
students would pay $188 per 
quarter in tuition. 
According to Stone, 
Washington· ranks 38th in the 
amount of money that is 
allocated to individual 
students in higher education. 
··The legislature is slowly 
squeezing the childrep of 
working people out of higher 
education," said Stone. 
.. There are more and more 
people who simply cannot af-
ford to send their children to 
school." 
While education is costing 
more each year, Stone main-
tains that higher education in 
Washington is worth less 
because the legislature has 
failed to provide competitive 
salaries for professors. 
••The low pay scale not only 
affects the type of people that 
are hired as professors, but 
also affects the quality of 
professors t~at stay after they 
are hired," said Stone. 
According to statistics 
provided by the local AFT 
chapter, Washington's per 
capita income is five per cent 
above the national average, 
while pay for professors is 
about 20 per ceryt below the 
national average. 
.. It seems to me that the 
legislature should exercise 
some responsible accountabili-
ty to the people of Washington 
in the area of higher 
education," said Stone. 
The Easterner 
Colby 'Anonymous' Source 
LANGLEY, VA.-Outgoing CIA director William E. Colby, 
who has consistently condemned leaks of intelligence secrets, 
acknowledged Monday that he was the anonymous source of the 
first news story exposing the extent of agency contacts with jour-
nalists. 
Asked specifically if he was the .. authoritative source" who 
revealed to the Washington Star that the CIA had some three 
dozen American journalists working abroad on its payroll, 
Colby replied, ••1 don't want to confirm it, but you're not far 
off." 
On the subject of leaks, Colby said, ··1 certainly have made 
leaks. I certainly have made mistakes. Excuse me, not leaks. 
I've made mistakes in what I said." 
Court Defines Police Right 
WASHINGTON-Police and federal agents may make arrests in 
public places without a warrant, even if they have time to get 
one, the Supreme Court ruled in a 6-to-2 vote Monday. 
All that the officers need, the court declared is ··reasonable 
grounds" to believe that the person they are arresting committed 
a crime. 
The ruling was the first in the 185-year history of the Bill of 
Rights to settle exactly the scope of police power to make arrests · 
under the Fourth Ammendment. 
... And In With The Old 
KENNEWICK, WASH.-Th\.! day is coming wheJJ the .. New 
Math" generation will be sitting around th~ kitchen trying to 
. help the kids learn the •·old math", educators say. 
Numbered are the evenings passed considering the beauty of 
the multiplicative inverse, the poetry of set theories or the fun of 
doing functions in base three. 
Kennewick teachers are going back to teaching the basics star-
ting next fall. A curriculum committee studied the Kennewick 
math program for a year and a half and came up with a new 
math program-the old math. 
Food Costs Still Rising 
WASHINGTON-Farm-produced food costs will continue to 
go up in 1976 according to the Agriculture Department. 
Higher middleman charges accounted for nearly three-fourths 
of a $126 boost in what a typical family paid for food last year. 
Harry T. Badger of the department's Economic Research S~r-
vice said the middleman costs are expected to slow down but will 
still exert upward pressure on food prices. 
Ford Tells Temper Tips 
WASHINGTON--President Ford told a group of New 
Hampshire editors last week how he manages to show anger 
without creating a scene. . 
Ford said, ··instead of being amiable, I can get a little firm 
with a different tone of my voice and with a little sterner look on 
my face, but I don't go into an outburst, you sort of lose control 
of your capability to analyze something." 
Jurors May Be Quizzed 
SAN FRANCISCO-Patricia Hearst's attorneys asked Monday 
that her potential jurors be quizzed about secret fears that their 
own daughters might be converted to radical militancy. 
The defense team, submitting its proposed jury questions, 
sought to expose hidden prejudices against Miss Hearst. Among 
the data they seek is whether jurors resent the newspaper heiress' 
wealth. 
WSU Form·s SWIT: Team 
PULLMAN-Student government leaders at WSU have formed 
a special SWAT committee with authority to call a student tui-
tion strike if WSU Regents aren't responsive to their needs. 
··student discontent against the regents has been building for 
several years. ••There is concern the regents are not showing real 
concern for the students," Joe Pavia, who helped draft a resolu-
ti n forming the Student Witholding All Tuition committee, said 
Friday. 
Pavia said students were unhappy because regents had voted 
Jan. 9 to reject requests to abolish the campus live-in rule for 
freshmen and to use the university to collect money to finance a 
public interest research group. 
Page three 
CPE Action 
Change to EWU Rejected 
By Stel'e Hanna 
Assistant Editor 
Eastern Washington State 
College will remain Eastern 
Washington State College, at 
least for another six years. 
A proposal that would have 
recommended renaming the 
state's .three older colleges as 
.. universities" was rejected by 
members of the Council on 
Postsecondary Education 
(CPE) last week in Seattle. 
The proposal, defeated by a 
4-4 vote, would have been 
among the CPE's ••Planning 
and Policy Recommendations 
for Higher Education, I 976-
82," soon to be reported of-
ficially to the state legislature. 
C PE is a legislature-advising · 
body , comprised of nine 
.. voting" citizen members, a 
C PE professional staff, and 
non-voting student, faculty, 
and administrative advisory 
committees. 
- The tie vote occurred 
because of the recent resigna-
tion of one CPE citizen-
member. 
EWSC President Dr. Emer-
son Shuck was present at the 
meeting along with the 
presidents of Central and 
Western Washington State 
College. 
The presidents, advisory 
members, and professional 
staff favored the name change, 
and passage of the citizen vote 
seemed likely. 
··All the discussion leading 
up to the vote was in favor of 
the name change, then the vote 
came to kill it," said WWSC 
student Jeff Larsen, chairper-
son of the student advisory 
committee. 
Larson said the three stale 
colleges could well fall under 
the Carnegie Commission's 
authoritative definition of a 
"university" and almost all the 
evidence presented to the CPE 
tended toward that conclu-
sion. 
Citizens voti'ng against the 
change would not comment, 
with the exception of Bellevue 
councilmember Walter Howe, 
who said state college faculty 
might imply from the name 
change that they could expand 
their research work and ask to 
be allowed doctoral programs. 
A slim chance of the 
legislature renaming the 




House Floor Resolution that 
would provide for adequate 
student input on budgeting 
services and activities fees was 
defeated in committee last 
Friday. 
Even without committee ap-
proval, the resolution could 
become effective if a majority 
of state representatives sign it. 
The resolution asks that the 
Board of Trustees adopt com-
munity college guidelines for 
budgeting services and ac-
tivities fees. The Trustees 
would also be asked to define 
those programs for which the 
fees may be expended. 
Rep. Dick Bond (R-
Spokane) voted against the 
resolution because it seemed to 
"condemn" the schools which 
were proper in their allocation 
of S & A fees. 
The committee vote (two 
for, three against, one 
abstaining) was considered a 
setback for Eastern students 
who feel they do not have 
enough input into the 
budgeting process. . · 
Repr.esentative Peggy Maxie 
of Seattle is the chairpersoh of 
the Higher Education Com-
mittee. Rep. Maxie supports 
the resolution and is pursuing 
its passage in the House. 
The state representatives 
were supposed to vote on the 
matter this Wednesday but an 
unpredicted caucus was called 
and the decision was post-
·poned. 
Students who wish to 
express their opinions on ser-
vices and activities fees issues 
before the state legislature can 
call a toll-free number· to 
Olympia ( l-800-562-6000). 
All calls should refer to the 
services and activities fees 
House Floor Resolution. 
Chet's Weekend Special 
lv~Y Dawl 
Terrarium Complete with Plant 
Reg. '2.50 s.,ss NOW 
JUST 
JAN. 30th & 31st ONLY 
Chel!i Flowers 
1st & Pine 235-4916 Ch~ney, Wast,. 
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2360 and House Hill 380, titled 
.. colleges redesignated univer-
sities," were proposed during 
the 1975 session and could be 
re-activated this session. 
CPE's six-year plan for 
higher education is the result 
of over two years' work in-
cluding twenty hearings held 
around the state . 
Six weeks ago, 98 
recommendations were 
amended, adopted, or rejected 
by CPE and last week the final 
I 03 were considered. 
The tide seemed to be 
flowing in favor of student 
issues at the first meeting but 
most .. student issues" lost 
during last week 's session. · 
For instance CPE Citizen 
members: 
- defeated a .. forgiveness 
policy,, proposal that would 
have allowed students to dis-
regard the grade point average 
effect of their worst collegiate 
quarter on their cumulative 
G .P.A. 
- defeated a proposal to 
prohibit laboratory f.ees, which 
some argued were being used 
to hike tuition costs drastical-
ly. 
In other action, CPE citizen 
members: 
- supported a .. user fee" 
policy for new dormitory con-
struction. This policy would 
transfer dormitory costs from 
all students to actual dorm 
residents. However; none of 
the three affected colleges is 
·planning dorm construction 
within 'the next six years. 
- · changed an idea original-
ly known as ••primary service 
area" to ••primary geo-
graphical area". The 
original proposal would have 
applied the ••regionalism" con-
cept to the three older state 
colleges, allocating to each a 
.. primary service area" while 
dictating some specialties an,d 
prohibiting others. 
The revised proposal is ul-
timately ~o watered down that 
it will have little or no prac-
tical effect. ~ 
Larsen termed that discus-
sion ·•two hours of nothing." 
CPE will meet March 2 and 
3 in Olympia to consider final 
adoption of the six-year plan 
before sending it to the 
legislature. 
An unidentified caller drofe students and employees out into the 
cold ·this week as Campus Safety conducted a fruitless• search of 
Tawanka Commons following a bomb threat. , 
Police Beat 
An unidentified male caller 
phoned Campus Safety at 5:31 
p.m. on Jan. 25 saying a bomb 
was scheduled to go off in. 
Tawanka Commons at 5:45 
p.m. 
Jan. 25 at 5 p.m . According to 
the report, officers found Lori 
Henderlider, Morrison, suf-
fering from respiratory dif-
ficulty and transported her to 
the Health Center for treat-
According to the report, the ment. 
caller said, .. If you don't want 
******** a thousand dead bodies, you 
better do something." 
At 5:34 p.m., Campus Safe-
ty evacuated Tawanka using 
alarms and loudspeakers and 
commenced a seven-officer 
search of the building. At 5:45 
p .m., the search was discon-
tinued for five minutes and 
resumed at 5:50 p.m. 
Following the search, 
Tawanka diners were allowed 
A 1960 Chevrolet belonging 
to Calderoa Valentin, Sutton 
Hall, was impounded by Cam-
pus Safety Jan. 21. According 
to the report, the vehicle. was 
impounded because it lacked a 
parking sticker and because 
Valentin had ignored requests 
that the vehicle be moved. 
******** 
to re-enter at 6:00 p.m. Campus Safety responded 
Campus Savety .said the in- · f 
vestigation into the incident is ~ to a call for transportation ° 
Robert Ayers, 21, from the · 
continuing and that they are Drama Building on Jan. 22. 
following one or two leads in According to the report, Ayers 
· the case. had sprained or broken , his 
*** .. *·*** . · ankle while practicing dan-
Grant Jennmgs, 22, a reSI- - cing. He was taken to the 
dent of Streeter Hall, reported Health Center for treatment. 
the theft of his wallet to Cam-
pus Safety Jan. 20. According 
to the report, !enning's w_allet, 
which contained $50, . an 
EWSC ID card and a driv.er's 
license, was stolen while I he 
was eating at Tawanka. 1 , 
** ... **** 
Campus Safety responded 
to a call from Morrison Hall 
.......... 
Campus Saf~ty responded 
to a transportation call from 
Streeter Hall Jan. 24. Accor-
ding to the report, Guadalupe 
Jiminez, 19, was taken from 
Streeter and admitted for 
treatment at the Health 
Center. 
ST. PAUL'S EPIS~OPAL CHURCH 
• • • 
M~DDUX 
Df,IY CLEANERS Welcomes You 
9:00 AM Holy Eucharist 
followed by Coffee Hour 
The Rev. Fred JNMtt, vicar 
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Sound Introduced In Sileht·World 
By Debbie Aken 
Staff Writer 
Speech and Hearing Clinic by 
Dr. Norton Young of the 
University of Oregon. James 
"Give a man a fish and he 
eats for a day, but teach a man 
to fish and he eats fo.r a 
lifetime." 
• began therapy at age 1 1h and 
has shown steady improve-
ment since. · . · 
Therapy I the EWSC 
This old saying easily 
describes one of the primary 
goals behind the extensive 
therapy given to patients at the 
EWSC Speech and ·Hearing 
Clinic. Here they receive 
valuable training that they 
need to help themselves over-
come their handicaps and to 
more successfully int~grate 
into normal so~i~ty. 
One such patient is 2 Y2 -
year-old James Hottel. He is 
profoundly deaf. This means 
that he cannot hear a sound 
unless it is 80 decibals or 
greater. A person with normal 
hearing can hear a sound 
between 0-20 decibals. 
Although the cause of James' 
deafness is unclear, it is 
believed to be the result of a 
high fever he ran for ap-
proximatel)' 12 d·ays when he 
was 6 months old and had 
viral pneumonia. A prolonged 
high fever can cause damage to 
the auditory nerve that runs 
from the ear to the brain. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic is 
planned and carried out entire-
ly by the • students of the 
department under the supervi-
sion of a faculty member,. 
To date James has had five 
clinicians. one each quarter 
and is seen in therapy three 
times a week for a one-hour 
session. When James started 
therapy he could not vocalize 
on command. So one of the 
goals of his therapy has been 
o f t h i s is w h e n M a r. y 
McCallun'I, James' present 
clinician, wants James to say 
red she shows him a red block 
and repeats the worci' red 
several times while James 
watches her lips. As James 
babbles ·everytime be comes 
close to anything that so4nds 
like red she smiles and hugs 
hitn. 
Eventually James learns to 
say red and to associate red 
with the red block. Next Mary 
may show James the blue 
block and say blue. James 
learns to discriminate red from 
blue. By learning association 
and discrimination James 
realizes some things are alike 
lipwatching it is imperative 
that the child watches you at 
all times. Mary's symbol for 
James to watch her lips is to 
put her finger beside her 
mouth. She also p'laces his 
hand 1,Jpon her. throat and 
upon his throat simultaneous-
ly. James feels her throat . 
vibrate and tries to feel his do 
the same. 
James also attends the Cam-
pus Preschool for the Han-
dicapped. Here basic 
language, self-help skills, and 
for the more advanced basic 
reading is taught. The therapy 
and the pre-school work well 
together. At the school James 
learns to be with other 
are. no regular grades by age. 
Students progress at their own 
rate and when t.h~y reach the 
third grade level they are ready 
to be integrated into public 
schools. 
There is no known cure for 
the type of deafness James has. 
As yet there have been no in-
ner ear transplants. This is 
very difficult because of all the 
thousands of nerve endings. 
But perhaps this will be possi-
ble in the future. 
The goal of therapy is to in-
tegrate James into society. 
.. We want to teach him in-
telligible speech, it can never 
be normal speech. We want to 
educate him to make his life 
useful , so he can get a job, get 
married and raise a family. 
The cost to educate a deaf 
child is near three times as 
great as the cost to educate a 
normal child, because there 
are less students per teacher 
and they often enter school 
early and leave school at a 
later age, but I feel the cost is 
justified if the child can hold a• 
job and support himself when 
he is grown, " said Dr. 
Breittenfield, director of the 
Speech and Hearing Clinic. 
James' hearing problem 
went undetected until · he was 
10 months old. Mrs. Hottel, 
James' mo.ther, had read an ar-
ticle in Parents' Magazine en-
ti tied "Can Your Child 
Hear?". At that Hme ·she 
hadn't suspected that James 
was deaf, but for some reason 
Senior Mary McCallum teaches_ 2~/i year-old James Hottel to form words. 
James Hottel is one of the 
many people with a speech or 
hearing problem that is seen or 
treated by the students of the 
Speech Pathology Depart-
ment. The major objective of 
the clinic is to provide the 
students with practical 
experience in all areas of their 
field. To complete a major in 
the department a student must 
liavt! 300 hours of experience. 
she decided to test him by to make him aware of. sound~ 
standing behind him· and and able to vocalize when 
calling out to ·him. There was commanded. Other goals have 
no response. James' hearing been to make him more atten-
problem was confirmed by a tive so he can gain more from 
gross screening test ad- the therapy sessions~ to teach 
mihistered by the .Pendleton, him association and dis-
Oregon, school district where crimination, and to teach him 
the Hottels lived at that time, to lipwatch. 
and by a diagnostic test at the This. all requires a lot of use 
University of Oreg_on in of psychological methods of 
Portland. Although a problem teaching on the clinician's 
was detected, James is stilt-too part. James thrives on rein-
young for a complete picture f orcement. Primary rein-
of his deafness to be obtained. forcements such as sugar-
There were no facilities in coated cereal ,are used in the 
Pendleton to aid a deaf child, basic shaping process and after 
so James' father arranged a that secondary reinforcements 
transfer to Spokane and they such as hugging, smiling, and 
were referred to the ·EWSC cuddling are used. An example ..........•..•....................... ~ ...................•...• ~ .. , . . . 
: Meet your friends at: : 
I Ga,den Manor = 
I Apt6 . . 720 W. 1,1 235-8528 
• • • • • • • • • • • • .. 
Convenient distance from campus 
Bachelor 
1 bedroom 
Small 2 bedroom 




on all • 6.98 Records 
RADIO SHACK FRANCHISE 
TOWN & COUNTRY T.V. INC. 
317 1st Cheney 235-6122 
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. . 
and some are different. This is 
one of the building blocks used 
to teach a deaf child to talk. 
Mary's primary goal in 
James' therapy is to get him to 
watch her lips. To-achieve this 
she had to teach James dis-
cipline and to be more atten-
tive. By placing a large X on 
the floor she taught James to 
stay there during therapy in-
stead of wande_ring arc>Und. 
When he was difficult and 
would not participate she 
placed him in a high chair in 
the corner until he calmed 
down. When he returned to 
the X she would hug and cud-
dle him, reinfor.cing his good 
behavior. To teach -
STORE HOURS: 
MON.-FRI. 9a.m.-9p.,:n . 
SA TU RDA Y 9a.m ... 6p.m . 
SUNDAY 11a.m.-Sp.m. 
' 
o ... ,.®INDD c:MDS 
~~~~~ 100 21+ 
4lt6-ln. - t/lO k pg. 
Swl19IJTOT SO 
ST#lll .Klf 
Stapler with box of 
1000 staples. Great 
for tacking too. 
87!. 
children and during therapy 
the one-to-one correspondence 
is more concentrated. 
In April, at age 3, James will 
enter the Edna Davis School 
for the deaf in Spokane. This is 
a total oral approach which 
encourages lipreading rather 
than signing. 
"I think the Davis School 
approach is the best for the 
young deaf child. Although it 
is a harder method, it gets 
them · talking in sentences. I 
want James to talk, when a 
person has to sign there is a 
breakdown in com-
munication," said Mrs . 
Hottel. 
At the Davis School there 
Besides the on campus 
therapy, students are involved 
in the ,Headstart program, the 
Veterans Hospital, the Pre-
Vocational Mental Retarda-
tion School, Eastern State 
Hospital, Lakeland Village, 
the Edna Davis School, the 
Antonian School, the Fairfield . 
Good Samaritan Center and in 
various private practices. 
About 35-40 therapy cases 
are seen on-campus and about 
·125-130 cases off campus in 
just one quarter. Although the 
primary goal of the clinic is to 
provide practical. experience 
for students they are really 
performing a valuable social 
and \,;ommunity service as well. 
CHENEY PLAZA 
9d2-1/2~1,. CUPIOMD CALCU~ATORS 
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Opinion 
No Student Services 
and 
Damn Few Activities 
By Doug Sly 
News Editor 
There are two l<inds of people at EWSC: those who are 
paid and those who pay. Students pay. 
Students don't save or invest money while ·in school. 
They are consumers in the purest sense of the word. 
There is no more appealing sight to businessmen than 
an enclosed grou·p of consumers who have little or 
nothing to say about the prices of the objects of their con-
sumption. , 
Food prices at Pullman, for example, drop dram·atlcally 
with the enrollment during summer semester. 
Students are continually · ripped-off by utility deposit 
costs, telephone installation and deposit costs, parking 
tickets, off-campus housing, inflated textbook costs and, 
of course, services and activities fees. A commuter who 
rides the bus, for Instance, pays $52.50 a quarter In S&A 
fees, plus an additional $40 a quarter to ride the bus. 
Meanwhile, the EWSC administration Ignores transpor-
tation problems at a cummuter school and funnels 
enough money through enough questionable channels to 
·make bond payments on Isle Hall-an academic building. 
The commuter can watch over $100,000 in S&A fees go 
into the athletic program. The fact that he has to drive to 
Cheney from Spokane to pay admission to athletic events 
is bound to leave him somewhat dissatisfied with the 
duplicity of the situation. 
The commuter pays $21 per quarter towards dormitory 
housing that he does not use, while dorm residents 
sacrifice their privacy in order to ease their financial load 
and receive little more than free Wednesday night movies 
as a "service" from their fee payments. 
The issue is simple; the majority of students at EWSC 
are provided little or nothing in the way of services. 
The state legislature may or may not iron out the 
problem of S&A fees this session and manage to provide 
a clear-cut definition of how those fees can be spent. . 
If the AS government ever gets control of S&A fees, it 
will face the unappealing task of unscrambling the pre-
sent confusing mess. AS President Tom Hampson is not 
so foolish as to assume that they can do it all on their own, 
and he has prudently requested that the state· provide 
students with legal counsel. 
Hampson believes it would be much safer to have a 
lawyer on his side when making contracts with the 
Spokane Transit System, entering into bond agreements 
~nd dealing with the admlnisfratlon. 
If students are actually fo accept the accountability for 
S&A fees, as the AS seems to intend, they need to have a 
lawyer who is interested in student consumerism-who 
represents only the students-not the college as a whole. 
With control of their fees and access to legal advice, 
student-consumers at EWSC might just gain a reputation 
for being tough customers. 
Page six 
Letter~ 
It la the policy of this 
newapaper to print all letters 
to the editor In the form In 
which they are aubmlfted. 
Poalble exceptions wlll be 
made when legal 
ramification• prohibit • 
letter'• complete reproduc-
tion. 
In caae of anonymoua 
aubmlulona, the edltorlal 
ataff ~"" the right to 
exerclH Its own Judgment In 
determining whether or not 
a letter la printed. 
-Dorm Rights 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing this letter in 
response . to last week's 
Easterner article regarding 
the rights of students who 
live in dorms. The stands 
taken by Jim Schroeder, Al 
Ogdon and Barney lssel are 
absurd to say the least. 
Are Eastern students 
living without the fundamen-• 
tal right afforded all people 
living in_ the U.S. to feel 
'secure In their place of 
domicile? What has 
happened to the notion o, 
probable cause and Illegal 
search and seizure? Has it 
The Easterner 
been thrown out a dorm win-
dow? 
Some people here at 
Eastern feel that students 
who live in dorms do not 
have the rights guaranteed· 
by the U.S. Constitution. 
They feel they do not need 
probable cause to search a 
dorm room. This Is 
ridiculous. 
To throw the notion of 
pro~able cause out the win-
dow and lower the standard 
for a search to a "feeling" by 
a given person is a gross In-
fringement of a person's 
constitutional right. Just how 
do you define a "feeling"? If 
we allow people to use 
feelings as a basis for a 
search, we have, in effect, 
wiped out the procedure that 
has been established by 
courts to determine 
probable cause in obtaining 
a search warraot. It seems 
that every dorm student is 
now susceptible to an illegal 
search and seizure. _ 
Jim Schroeder's state-
m e n t I n I a st we e.k ' s 
Easterner shows a marked 
lack of intelligence. To say, 
because no one answer,· a 
door after knocking, we can 
assume someone is passecl 
out and we are authorized to 
enter, Is ridiculous. What If a 
person just doesn't want to 
be bothered, is "enter-
taining", or Isn't at home. 
Does the door not being 
answered lead to the conclu-
s Ion · that something Is 
wrong? I think not. 
I will not say any more 
regarding how I feel, but will 
end this article by saying 
that, If you are ripped off In 
the future by an . illegal 
search and seizure, stand up 
for your rights. Tell them to 
shove It up their nose with a 
rubber hose and If they don't 
like that, well, as Fonzl once 
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the A.S. was a wonderful 
experience. It reminded me 
and I hope others, especlally 
the AS candidates, that there 
Is more to life than the in-
consequential matters for 
which they are campaigning. 
To be exposed to thought-
pr ovok Ing controversial 
matters strengthens us all as 
thinking persons. To accept 
what we have been offered Is 
like eating a bland diet. We 
should ask more. We should 
be asking for some life In this 
student community and the 
stimulus for it. We have an 
opportunity. New covers on 
the pool tables and the 
number of dances on cam-
pus are not relevant to this 
opportunity. 
An academic atmosphere 
is here to open our 
awareness to a world we 
sometimes refuse to see or. 
to a world others have 
refused to show. We need 
more than people thinking 
they are tunning for the high 
school student council. We 
need activities that are rele-
vant to our Immediate com-
munity, and our world. 
We need controversial 
and stimulating speakers 
like Dick Gregory or Arthur 
Clark that will revea( a real 
world to us. 
· We also need to be effec-
tive in our community. 
Perhaps funds · for a self-
sustaining recyo1llng center 
or a community garden plot. 
More movies with artistic 
merit too might contribute to 
' the stimulus this llfeless 
campus needs. 
· We need to make 
ourselves part of the world. 
We need to pop our bubble. 
As long as the student. 
community . continues to 
show It$ lack of vitality, it 
continues to show that it Is 
eager to become part of a 
growing American popula,. 
tlon of disinterest that 
refuses to question how It Is 
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A.S . CANDIDATES 
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For: . Ihe· General Election 
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Po~iJion 9 
My name is Tilden Leroy 
Lyons. I'm a native of New My name is Cynthia Newsom, I My name is Joanne Uchida and I am intereS ted in st udent 
Haven, Connecticut. I have am a sophomore from Chicago, I'm running for AS legislature government and view it as an 
applied for a position in the Illinois. I am running for position position 7. The reason why I want effective means of voicing student 
Associated Students because I've No. 7. Eastern students should be to be on the legislature is because I opinion. 
always been interested in student better represented on how our am tired of seeing the iegislators Due to my prior experiences in 
government and would like to get money is spent. I feel since fighting among themselves and student government, 1 feel I could 
t d t $52 50 " . make a contribution to the some more experience in this s u en s pay . a quarter ,or not getting anything done. I'm 
respective field as a whole. My services and activities fees they hoping that if I do get on the students of EWSC in the capacity 
Jerry L. Smith 
Unavailable for photo 
My name is Jerry L. Smith. 
am a freshman from Los Angeles 
running for Legislative position 8. 
My reasons for running are: I 
would like to get involved in stu-
dent government. I think the AS 
needs a lot of pulling together and 
I think that I am the man to do 
just that . The AS needs people 
who are dedicated, not just people 
who want to carry the name. 
I would like to see student ac-
tivities made free because we pay 
enough money to the school and I 
don't think it is fair to the 
students. There will be more 
problems in the near future that 
will deal with the students and, if 
elected, I will do all I can for the 
students of EWSC. 
personal interest in student shouldn't have to pay for movies, legislature I can help them of position No. 9 of the AS 
government here at Eastern basketball gam~s. PUB dances, overlook at lot of the personality .. L• elligili•sl•a•tu•r•e•. ------~-'!•.!--~----------
Washington State College came etc. I feel a student body card conflicts they have and start . Position 10 
from the fact that many students should be your pass into all ac- working together. I'd like to see I: 
are ,not aware of how much in- tivities. I would like to see lower more AS support of student 
fluence they can have in what oc- prices on the EWSC Magic Bus organizations. · 
curs in AS government. I advocate and longer postal hours. I view student government as a 
lessening the services and ac- I feel I can make a contribution way of voicing student opinions. 
tivities fees because many of our to the students of EWSC. I need But this can only be done if the 
services and activities are still paid ,your support. legislators themselves take the in-
for by the individual consumer, itiative to go out among the 
and many students appear to not students and ask for their 
know where they services and ac- opinions; not sit around and wait 
tivities fees are being utilized. for students to come to them. 
Another issue that I strongly Some of the issues that are 
support is Tawanka's food ser- brought up to the students for Daria V. Cotton 
vices. As many of you know, the vote, should be explained to the My name is Daria Cotton and 
food is not always adequate for students before they vote. I'm a candidate for position 10. 
consumption and I feel that the I have some experiences in the My reasons for running are many, 
meals that are not eaten by many A.S. I'm confident that, if elected but I'll try to only deal with one at 
students should be refunded. for position 7, I'll try to do as I this time ... "Budget." My aim, 
Due to the fact that at many good a job as possible. if•elected, is to make this an open 
other institutions of learning you 
I 
problem. By this I mean open to . 
can get housing without having to ·-----------------------•---· • the students and make them aware 
appiy for food also, I advocate of budget matters, most of the 
this refund program as an alter- time. I feel the students should 
Position 8 know where the money is, where 
Bill Motsenbocker 
I feel the students of Eastern 
deserve to be represented as a 
whole and not by social or ethnic 
groups. :This problem is greater 
than most can believe and needs 
changing. 
The money each student pays 
into the social and athletic fund 
needs to be· spent on the students. 
As of now, each student pays into 
the fund and at the door of social 
and athletic events. This must 
stop. 
The money the Spokane com-
munters put into the fund could 
be used to · drop the Magic Bus 
price or to produce some social 
activities in Sp~kane for those 
people. 
Last year Tawanka made $50,-
000 in profits. All that money 
didn't stay in the food service, but 
went to the Administration. And 
the food and housing price was 
, raised. Why? If elected I plan to 
' find out. 
I ask for your vote on Friday. 
I have been at Eastern for ont. 
and one half years and have 
always been interested in our stu-
dent government. I finally decided 
I wanted to be actively involved 
with the policies affecting students 
at EWSC. 
I feel that the dorm students, as 
well as all EWSC students need to 
be better informed and have 
access to their 1 "presentatives. 
I intend to not only make 
myself available to the students as 
a whole but also to the individual 
dorm councils. 
; SheUa Perry 
My name is Shelia Kay Perry. 
I'm a native of New Orleans, 
Lousiana. I decided to run for 
position No. 9 because I'd like to 
involve myself very deeply in stu-
dent government here at Eastern 
Washington State College. 
I have two years of experience 
in student government. The point 
I advocate is that student opinion, 
not just the opinion of a handful 
of students, should be considered 
when making decisions that over 7 
thousands students must live by. 
I feel that the Services and Ac-
tivies fee could be lowered or 
eliminated because we are, in a 
manner of speaking, paying dou-
ble fees when we attend activities 
or use services on campus. 
it's going, and for what. 
I feel culture is a very important 
matter and should be observed on 
this campus and community. 
Culture week is not just something 
given for time off from studies. 
Culture is what people of different 
races feel. It's something they ap-
l preciate, live by, and even 
: worship. 
'. Budget is mostly spent through, 
' and in benefit for, different 
! cultures. Some examples are In-
1 dian Week, Black Week and 
, Hawaiian Week. 
i I noticed a few weeks back that 
1the Indians received $.00, also the 
Foreign Students. received $.00. 
Why was this was · my question, 
,and I'm sure many of yours. 
So, if I'm elected, I intend to 
· bring this and many other affairs 
1out into the interest of the 
!students. 
, J 
0 •1 A ~ 
Lee Antles 
$600 for four years of student 
services!!! Every quarter $52.50 of 
our tuition goes to student "ser-
vices" and over four years that 
amounts to many bucks. Better 
management of this $52.50 is the 
key to meeting student needs. 
These needs are many, some 
though are not acknowledged. 
Among these is the need for 
longer library hours-to 12 mid-
night Monday through Friday. 
Lecture halls should be left open 
all night to students seeking a 
quiet place to study. 
Intramural women's and the 
lesser-funded sports need more 
A.S. government support. The 
drama department as well as the 
music department could use more 
funds for student productions. 
Careful reallocation of student 
monies could be the answer. 
The answer though, is not in in-
creased bus fares as has been 
proposed. Spokane daily us;rs 
cdready pay $40.00 a quarter for 
transportation to and from 
Cheney. As Spokanites, we are 
also missing much of the benefits 
that we are paying for: movies, 
dances, sports events etc. The 
majority of off-campus students, 
Cheney students included, do not 
attend these services". For 
Spokanites, the main re n~on is 
transportation and inco • .. :~nee. 
For the 3400 Spokanites and over 
5000 total off-campus students, 
student services should be more 
convenient and less costly to at-
tend. 
The student government should 
lower the bus price to 15¢ or less 
per one-way trip; sponsor movies, 
social events, etc., in Spokane; 
seek a means of canceling classes 
early (7 a.m.) on days when hazar-
dous driving conditions exist; and 
a computer terminal in Spokane 
for student use is much needed. 
There are many ways which our 
$52.50 could be better applied .to 
our needs as students-both on 
and off cam us. 




Proposed Cons_titutional Amendlllents 
Proposal No. 3 
Add between current sections 7-8 and 7-C of Article II the 
following and renumber the rest accordingly: "The authority to 
allocate institutional funds derived from student fees shall be 
delegated to a body elected by the students. Approval of 
requests for funds is conditioned upon submission of budgets 
to, and approval by this body. Financial accountability is 
required for all allocated funds including statements of income 
and expenses on a regular basis. · 
Amend Article VIII by renumbering Sections 3 and 4 as Sec-
tions 2 and 3, replace Sections 2 and 5 with those listed below, 
renumber 6 after those below and add to 6: 
"Funds for payment of persons out of the ASEWSC 
Executive, Legislative, and Jud'icial budgets may only be 
paid to persons employed as Civil Service employees, or 
to members of the ASEWSC Executive (i .e. President 
and Cabinet members only), Legislative or Judicial 
branches (Legislators, Court Justices and employees 
hired with the advice and consent of the ASEWSC 
Legislature only). Payment of wages and/or salary out 
of said budgets to any other person is hereby prohibited 
All other forms of compensation from the above 
budgets are hereby prohibited, provided this shall not 
prevent reimbursement for expenses." 
. Section 4. Budgets shall be submitted no later than the date 
specified by the ASEWSC Legislature in the form prescribed by 
the ASEWSC Business Manager. 
Section S. All programs •funded, started or operated by 
.ASEWSC shall specify that such programs are funded, started 
or operated by ASEWSC, and shall say the same on all items of 
promotion, notice, or advertisement. ' 
Section 6. All revenue from ASEWSC funded activities shall be 
deposited in the ASEWSC General Fund. 
Section 7. No funds budgeted by ASEWSC shall ·be used to 
operate facilities other than those controlled by ASEWSC 
through policies established by its Legislature or a committee it 
creates. 
Section 8. the ASEWSC Legislature shall hold budget hearings 
open to all members of the campus community which shall be 
well publicized in advance. 
Section 9. fach budget, as approved each spring, shall include: 
(a) the budget head; (b) total amount of budget; (c) amount by 
program, sub-program, and objects of expense; .(d) requested 
budget, amount budgeted, and actual expenditures of the 
preceding two fiscal years; (e) the current year's requested 
budget and amount budgeted; (f) requested budget for the next 
fiscal year; (g) the ASEWSC President's recommended 
amounts; (h) the amount the ASEWSC Legislature approved; 
and (i) amount approved by the Board of Trustees. 
Section iu. A budget head may not (a) transfer funds out of his 
budget; (b) overspend his budget; or (c) fail to return all 
revenue to the A.S. General Fund. Said actions shall be con-
sidered an unauthorized expenditure of funds and shall be null 
and void. All persons taking said action shall be personally 
liable to anyone damaged by his actions and may not again 
become a budget head for five years and only then upon 
posting of a special bond which would reimburse ASEWSC for 
all future unauthorized expenditure qf the person covered. Any 
unauthorized expenditures shall be brought to the attention of 
'the ASEWSC Legislature by the ASEWSC Business Manager. 
Section I I. The ASEWSC Legislature shall complete budgets 
for the next fiscal year by June 15th. 
Section 12. The ASEWSC Business Manager shafl present to · 
the ASEWSC Legislature by the 1st of each month a complete 
and accurate budget report by areas for all Student Service a~d 
Activities Fee funds, and all other locally generated student 
funds. This shall be a written report and shall reflect all funds 
spent and remaining funds in each budget. 
Section 13. The ASEWSC Business Manager shall forward to 
the budget heads the above reports on the 2nd of the month in 
order to keep them informed as to the current status of their 
budgets. 
Effect of Proposal No. 3: 
Allows the ASEWSC Legislature to account for and recom- . 
mend student service and activity fees budgets to the Board of 
Trustees. 
Proposal No. 4: 
Amend Article Ill, Section 4, to read: "Candidates/members 
for/of the Legislature shall be members of the. ASEWSC, 
have/maintain a two point (2.00) cumulative grade · average, 
and have completed at least one quarter in residence at EWSC. 
A-legislator's office shall become vacant upon the incumbent's 
death. resignation, recall, withdrawal from membership in 
ASEWSC (excluding summer quarter), failure to meet the 
Part Two 
qualifications listed above, or declaration by the ASEWSC 
Superior Court of I) non-performance of duties stated in this 
constitution, or 2) violation of this constitution. Vacancies oc-
curing in a legislative position shall be filled at the next 
general/run off election for the balance of the unexpired term. 
Strike from Article Ill, Section 5, "and under such penalities''. 
Amend Article Ill, Section 7, to read: 
Section 7: The Legis_lature shall have the following powers, the 
Legislature and its individual legislators shall have the 
following duties: 
A) Be responsible for its own organization, election of 
legislative committees, the employment and supervision of 
those employees whom it deems necessary to assist it or in-
dividual legislators in the exercise of their legislative duties 
and powers; provided it budgets for the same, and said 
salaries shall not exceed a cabinet member's salary. 
B) Elect an ASEWSC legislator to the position of Speaker 
the eighth (8th) week of Fall. Winter, and Spring Quarters, 
who shall serve one quarter not counting Summer Quarter. 
Vacancie.s occurring in the Speaker's office shall be filled in 
the same manner for the balance of the unexpired therm. 
C) Elect an ASEWSC legislator to the position of Speaker 
Pro-Tern the eighth (8th) week of Fall, Winter, and Spring 
Quarters who shall serve one quarter not counting Summer 
Quarter. Vacancies occurring in the Speaker Pro-Tern's of-
fice sh.all be filled in the same manner for the balance of the 
unexpired term. 
D) No legislative committee shall have the authority to delay 
presentation to the full legislature legislation referred to it for 
more than two (2) meetings without permission of the spon-
sor(s). . 
E) Upon a two-thirds (2/3) vote of ASEWSC Legislature the 
ASEWSC President may be recalled as described in Article 
VII, Section 5. 
F) Establi~h policies for and have supervision of all officials, 
budgets, budget heads, committees, and' organizations; shall 
enforce this constitution and ASEWSC legislation; all 
ASEWSC Student Serv,ice and Activilies fees and funds shall 
be budgeted and disbursed by the ASEWSC Legislature; 
shall recommend to the ,Board of Trustees for all Student 
Service and Activities fees; cause to have published an annual 
financial statement and audit of all student service and ac-
tivities fees; publish the ASEWSC Committee Manual 
stating ttie membership, eligibility, purpose, and duties of 
each committee; approve and i:emove persons to and from 
committees; render advice upon and approve or _reject and 
remove all appointments and recommendations for ap-
pointments made by .officials of ASEWSC; establish policy 
agreements between ASEWSC and any and all persons or 
organizations; enact all legislation necessary to ensure that 
its policies are enforced; do anything else necessary or con-
venient to carry out this constitution not in conflict with this 
consitution. 
In Article Ill, Section 8, amend "Article II, Section 2 (WAC 
172-114-030 (2));" to read, 0 Article IV, Section 2 (WAC 172-
114-050 (2));" 
In Article VII, Section 5, delete: "provided, however, that if the 
proposed initi~tive is enacted by the Legislature prior to the 
election, it shall not be placed on the ballot nor voted upon." 
In Article Ill, Section 3, replace "and the A.S. President may 
not hold a voting seat in the Legislature " with "and the . 
ASEWSC President, his cabinet, and the members of the 
Superior Court shall not hold a voting seat in the Legislature." 
Effect of Proposal No. 4: 
I. Ends appointment of Legislators. 
2. Defines duties of each individual. 
Proposal No. 5: 
Amend Article IV, Section 2, to read: "Candidates/holders 
· for/of the office of ASEWSC President shall be members of 
ASEWSC, have/maintain a two point (2.00) cumulative grade 
average, and have completed at least one quarter in residence at 
EWSC. The President's office shall become vacant upon the in-
cumbent's death, resignation, recall, withdra~al from 
membership in ASEWSC (including Summer Quarter), failure 
to meet the qualifications listed above, or declaration by the 
ASEWSC Superior Court of I) non-performance of duties 
stated in this constitution, pr 2) violation of this constitution. 
Vacancies occurring in the President's office shall be filled at 
the next general/run off election for the balance off the un-
expired terr,t. 
Amend Article IV, Section 4, to read: "The President shall 
serve as the chief executive officer and representative of 
ASEWSC; shall enforce the Consitution and ASEWSC Legisla-
tion; shall be responsible for executing legislative and judical 
decisions; shall present to the Legislature, at its first meeting of 
each quarter, his executive request legislation; shall present to 
t~e ASEWSC Legislature each Spring Quarter his rccommen-· 
dations for budgets; may create cabinet positions and appoint 
cabinet officers with the advice and consent of the Legislature, 
who will serve at his pleasure except as provided for in Article 
111, Section 7 (F) (WAC 172-114-040 (7) (F)), and request 
salaries for such cabinet officers not to exceed the limit in Arti-
cle VIII, Section 13 (WAC 172-114-090 (13)); make all ap-
pointments, except as otherwise provided for in this Consitu- · 
tion, subject to the advice and consent of the Legislature; make 
such recommendations on behalf of ASEWSC for ap-
pointments, etc. as approved by the ASEWSC Legislature; all 
administrative matters and programs of ASEWSC except as 
otherwise provided for in this Constitution; and do all things 
necessary or convenient to carry out such duties not in conflict 
with this Constitution. 
Effect of Proposal No. 5: 
I. Reduces residency requirement for candidates for the office 
of President to two (2) quarters. 
2. Gives the President the ability to present his budget 
recommendations for all student fee budgets to the 
ASEWSC Legislature. 
Proposal No. 6: 
To make things consistent, amend Article VI, Section I, to 
read: "The Judicial authority of the ASEWSC shall be vested in 
a Superior Court and such lessor courts as the Legislature may 
from time to time establish. The judge, both of the Superior 
and lesser courts, shall be members of the ASEWSC, 
have/maintain a two (2.00) point cumulative grade average, 
and have. completed at least one quarter in residen~ at EWSC. 
Members of the Superior Court shall serve until they resign, 
cease to be a member of ASEWSC (excluding Summer. 
Quarter), fail to meet the qualifications listed above, or shall be 
impeached and convicted for cause brought by a petition signed 
by at least three-fourths (3/4) of the Legislators and tried by the 
College hearing board. To have the Court decide vacancies in 
the Legislature, insert in Article VI, Section 2, between 
··system" and "and shall", the words have sole authority to 
"determine vacancies in elected ASEWSC positions, as 
provided for in this Constitution," 
Amend in Article VI, Section 3, by replacing "a majority of the 
court" with "oot less than 75% of the members of the court." 
To reduce turnover on the Court, amend in Article VI, Section 
4, "seven (7)". to "five (5)". 
Effect of Proposal No. 6: 
I. Reduces number of A.S. Superior Court Justices from seven 
(7) to five (5). · 
2. Clearly defines the court's role in removing a legislator. 
Proposal No. 7: 
To make things clearer, ip Article V amend "regular" to 
"general" in Section I. Iq Section 2 amend "regular" to 
"general/run ofr'. In Section 3 amend both times "final" to 
"general". In Section 4 amenli four times "final" to "general". 
Delete Section 8, and renumber Section 9 as 8. 
Amend Article V, Section 3, by adding between "election' 
ballot" and "provided," "except that a candidate who has filed 
for office shall only have votes cast for the filed position 
counted". 
Amend Article V, Section 5 to read: "Should no candidate 
receive a majority in a run-off election, the candidate receiving 
the most votes in the run-off election shall be the winner. In the 
case of a tie there shall be a second run-off election one week 
later between the two tied candidates." And add to Section 2: ", 
except as provided for in Section 5." 
To make things clearer, in Article VII, Section 5, change 
"regular" to "general". . 
Amend Article X, Section I to read: .. This Constitution maybe 
amended at any general election by I) a three-fourths (3/4) af-
firmative vote of those voting on the proposed modification if 
there is less than five percent (5%) of the members of ASEWSC 
voting in that general election, 2) a two-thirds (2/3) affirmative 
vote of those voting.on the proposed modification if there is 
five percent (5%) to twenty percent (20%) of the members of 
ASEWSC voting in that general election, 3) a majority affir-
mative vote of those voting on the proposed modification if 
there is twenty percent (20%) or more voting in that general 
election; and if so adopted it shall become effective sixty (60) , 
days from the date of adoption unless disapproved before then 
by the Board of Trustees .. 
Effect of Proposal No. 7: 
I. Replaces the word "regular" when used in the article with 
the word "general". 
2. Deletes section 8 dealing with absentee balloting. ' 
3. Changes the method for amending the A.S. Constitution. 
,A.S. ·GENERAL ELECTION 
FEBR_UARV 4, 1976 . 
POLLING PLACES 











Legislative Position No. 6 
Bill Motsenbocker 
7. lntramurals (Campus Recreation) 
Tilden Lyons 
Legislative Positior:1 No. 1 . 
Joanne Uchida 
Cynthia Neusom 
Legislative Position No. 8 
Jerry L. Smith 
Zachary lueck 
Legislative Position No. 9 
Len Gross 
Shelia Perry · 
Legislative Position No. 1 O 
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Class Standing ·.- i • - ' 
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Junior..::.:.;fi:.,.,· -~/ :. 
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2. Bond Payments (Dorms,' ~UB, Isle· Hall) 





Spend Much Less- . 
3. Bus Subsidy • .. _- : · .· . 
$q_, .:· .··:>-. \.· ..-., ,:.1_q:;~~P. ... 
Spend· .M\refi.\·Mo.re+. '/ · · , . 
SpencfSi~~t•~ ·-,M~~•;:.: ·.•<:·:.{. 
S···:.- • .. :,.,. .. ;h:;f\·~~~~~:·.;•.:;:-;.t:,f .... ·.:·_. .... 5:_ .•• ;- s~~~::-,~t~-~l~~;~fi!t\:.:; .-/t· }/ .. ·.  ... .-peo....,·· r. nu,gY·.:t~s~:->::·· ·: :.·.; ·· , . 
. :·, , ,., ·j,·,• -1 ,if'f •i' :~t ('•''·.' '• •:.,,· . ,·•,• . ~-.. ::···\' . 
·. S.i?.~~·~:;: ... :._.,·~-~f.M;(:-"":·:. '• . \ ,I , , , , .1.I , ,,. f f' ,., , ••~ ~:~iJ·••,I •,•••• ,,,,•., 
,:;;~;,~:~J~~}~1«!i-Pf~'H•~atlof1s (BEP ,, BSU, ln-
·.-·.:·<;fjatj. ·Ot.ij_o~:~$.p~~st;t· :Surname, Hawaii Club, 
- .,~.(-•.• 1, ' . •,, .. •; ,, ! , • .. -
.\~Jf~.; l ,~r.n;t.~ppri-sor Corps, Cheerleaders) 
~·.:·. _·:$6~861: . ·. $51,830 +130.72% 
··s.perid . Much 'More-













9. Short Term Loan Fund 
$0 $8,493 
Spend Much More-

















Spend Much Less-Spend The Same- , :· _ ... .. •; . . · 
Spend Slightly Less- .. ·:: : · . •., 12. Student Publications 
Spend Much Less- · ·., . : .~ ,.' :· - $32,000 $21,080 
5. Fine Arts (Choral, ·~r~mav,~ ~~~-/Stage . Spend M~ch _More-
Operations, Orchestr,~-.•.-:, ._KEW:~ ~\-::Oebate, S~end Slightly More-
Model UN, Studert,t1i::rt1.brary 'Center, Art Spend th~ Same-
Exhibit) •·. · · ... Spend Slightly Less-




Spend Much More- 13. Student Union Bui.lding Operating Costs 
Spend Slightly More- and Services 
Spend The Same- $36,483 $74,660 
Spend Slightly Less- Spend Much More- -
Spend Much Less- Spend ·slightly More-
6. Fixed Overhead Costs (C.P.A. Audit Spend The Same-
Costs, Civil Service, B:µ~iness Manager, Civil Spend Slightly Less-
Service Secretary, T·icket Assistants and ,Spend Much Less~ 
Employee's Benefits) 14. Speakers 
$12,133.75 $19,634 +61.81% $0 $12,500 
Spend Much More- Spend Much More-
Spend Slightly More- Spend Slightly More-
Spend The Same Spend The . Same-_ 
Spend Slightly Less- Spend Slightly Less-
Spend Much Less- •••• Spend Much Less-
+104.64% 
Opo,ta 
Greg's Upward Bound 
By Jim Waggoner 
Sports Editor 
,~ Confident Eastern high-
;: jumper Greg Mitchell, starting 
•.•:~It where he left off last spring, 
· · } leaped seven feet to garner top 
.,_ .) honors amongst a classy field , 
_-~ last Saturday night at the 
· prestigious, star-studded 
University of Idaho In-
,.,J,' vitational Indoor Track Meet. 
'' Mitchell's brilliant triumph 
came over such creditable 
competitors as Washington 
State's Al Darneille, and British Columbia's Olympic high 
jumper Rick Cuttell. And Since Greg was virtually ignored in 
the pre-meet publicity, his first place finish was considered a 
mild surprise. 
"I was psyched all week and was ready," said the soft-
spoken, articulate senior. "I had been watching films earlier in 
the week and saw what I was doing wrong. I worked out my 
form problems." 
Mitchell, a psychology and physical education double 
major with a 3.4 grade average, intially broke the 7-0 barrier 
at the University of Washington Invitational late last spring, 
after leading the Eagles to a I 2th place finish in the NAIA 
finals with his third place effort. 
Greg feels he has just begun to accomodate his poten-tial, 
and has set lofty goals for this year's track season. His goal 
last spring was 7-0 but he expects to clear the bar at 7-3 this 
time around and has definite Olympic aspirations. 
"The 7-3 barrier is more of an expectation than a goal," 
says Mitchell. "Now I realize I'm expected to do that so I just 
want to get into the Olympic Trials this summer. 
"If I don't lose my enthusiasm, . if I work it out I'll go 
higher. By the end of the season I expect -to be jumping 7-3 
and if a 7-3 jumper can go to _the Olympics, I'll be there." 
One of the problems Mitchell has encountered previously is 
lack of solid competition during the season. He .expects to 
alleviate that by performing in outside meets. 
"I'll be at a lot more invitational meets and traveling awa~ 
from the team often but not always," Greg said. "Of courst 
I'll be jumping against Central. We want to humiliate Central. 
I_t's quite a fierce rivalry. continued pa e 11 
For that study · break 
it's 
-1111 
for fun & .games. 
BILL'S TAVERN, Cheney . · 
Guess our giFI and win! 
You've heard her on the radio. Now guess 
what she looks like and win a prize - and 
a chance at a $150 gift certificate! Enter 
now at Myke's West. 
Everything 
in the store 
is on sale! 
Savings from 10 
to 70% on 
everything in the 
store during 
our huge "good 
stuff" sale! 
(Thru Feb. 7 . 1976. 
No purchase necessary. 
Need not be present 
to win.)-. 
Page ten . 
N. 222 Howard 
Open Mon. - Fri. till 9. 
Eagles Face EO, Central 
In·· C.ruci81 Road Journey -
EVERGREEN 
W-L 
Eastern Wash 5-0 
Central 4-1 
Oregon Tech 3-1 
Western Wash 2-2 
Oregon College 1-3 
Eastern Oregon 1-5 
Southern Oregon 0-4 










It's a real chance to main-
tain and expand our comman-
ding position," Eastern 
basketball coach Jerry Krause 
says about his Evergreen 
Conference leading Eagles as 
they return to action tonight 
against Eastern Oregon at 
LaGrande and Saturday night 
at once-beaten Central. 
The streaking Eagles, 5-1 in 
EvCo play and 11-4 overall, 
are currently riding an im-. . . . 
press1ve six-game winning 
streak after registering a pair 
of homecourt victories last 
weekend. They beat Western 
83-66 and Oregon College of 
Education 92-50. 
Eastern whipped Eastern 
Oregon 111-75 three weeks 
ago in Cheney, and though the · 
next evening's clash with Cen-
tral appears more crucial, 
Krause's cagers will take 'em 
one at a time. 
They have su~tantial 
reason not to overlook EOC. 
last season the Eagles 
thrashed the Mounties by 35 in 
the Fieldhouse but dropped 
the return match in LaGrande 
by 22. 
.. I'd say that LaGrande i~. 
one of the more difficult places 
to play," offered Krause, "but 
until the last two years we have 
always played well there. In 
fact, until the lijst two years wt 
had never lost there while I've 
been at Eastern." 
Central Slips 
Central's Wildcats slipped 
from the EvCo unbeaten ranks 
last Saturday in Ellensburg as 
visiting Oregon Tech racked 
up a 66-59 upset. Central's 4-1 
in league and 12-2 overall. 
Last year the two EvCo 
powerhouses split a pair of 
contests, the Wildcats 
squeaking by the Eagles 72-69 
in Cheney while Eastern 
snapped Central's 37 con-
secutive homecourt win skien 
70-67 after falling behind by 17 
points in the early going. 
I 
"As far as the EvCo cham-
pionship is concerned, this is a 
·nust game for Central and not 
>r us,,, Krause said. "I think 
iat will help us because we 
~an play with concentration 
but also play a little more 
relaxed. 
.. Central's a big, huge 
physical team and that dictates 
a lot of patience and power on 
offense and zone on defense," 
continued Krause, "and we've 
got to be able to handle their 
front line more than anything 
else. That's where their real 
strength lies." 
Ron Cox-22.9 average 
The Wildcats are responsi-
ble for Eastern 's last setback 
which occured in the finals of 
the EWSC Christmas Classic. 
Central held back a late Eagle 
rally to register at 72-67 win. 
Eagles Classy 
In last weekend~s action, 
Eastern simply outclassed 
both visiting schools, yet the 
Eagles do not appear to have 
reached their potential to date. 
Against Western, they spurted 
out to a quick 9-1 lead and 
w e r.e n ever over h a u I e d 
although Western rallied from 
a 42-35 halftime deficit , to 
narrow the margin at 68-63 
with 4:50 to go. 
Big Ron Cox scored 23, 
super sub Emer_so_n Gordon·. 
14, Jeff McAlister 12, and 
frosh Kevin Campbell and 
senior John Alahiva IO each to 
highlight Eastern's scoring ef-
fort. 







(( Shrimp-Scallops ,~ 
Cod-Fresh Crab 
and the Best Salad Ever 
$4. 2 5 Per person 
Join Us · For A-Night of. Entertainment 
FIRESIDE REST AU RANT 
8091st Cheney 
Coats & Jackets 
~()% to lt()f)A) off 
REGULAR PRICE 
CHENEY DEPT. STORE 
415 -· 1st Cheney 
The Easterner 
guard out of Spokane's Jonn 
Rogers High School where he 
set single game and career 
scoring records, picked up 
three early fouls and was 
eliminated via the foul route 
with 9: 15 remaining after 
producing only five points. 
The OCE titlt was an ob-
vious mismatch from the 
opening tip on, as the Eagles 
mounted a speedy 11-2 advan-
tage, quickly foiled OCE''s 
slowdown tactics, and rattled 
off 11 unanswered points after 
Gordon and another superb . 
reserve, Paul Hungenberg, 
entered the contest. 
.. The biggest factor last 
weekend was H ungenberg, 
Gordon, and Dave Alhm com-
ing off the bench," said 
Krause. ••They all played 
significant roles." 
Diepth's a Factor 
This remarkable team 
depth-the Eagles' obvious 
strong poin thus far-gives 
their attack substantial 
fle)(ibility and is extremely im-
portant in those tough back-
to-back road games. 
.. Hungenberg and Gordon 
contributed as much as any of 
the starters last weekend and 
Allen's seven rebounds both 
nights shows he is improving," 
said Krause. "So we have _eight 
guys who could be starters and 
the other team members are 
very important in certain 
situations. 
··Rob Ridnour is a real good 
ballplayer, Terry Pepple is an 
amazing s.hooter, Earnest 
Lawrence has superb rebboun-
d i ng strength and Don 
McGowan is a heck of a pefen-
sive player,,, Krause said. 
FREE . THROWS ... Krause 
announced Tuesday that former Ephrata 
hoop -star Mike Heath has transferred to 
Eastern from the Unl,erslty of Wuhlngton 
and will be red-shirted for the remainder of 
this sea!M)II ... Heath holds the state's high 
1Ctiool · scoring record by a,eraglng 32.8 
points during his senior campalan ••. John 
Alanl,a who turned In two fine performances 
last week ana as last year's Most Valuable 
Defensl,e Player seems to be reco,eriq from 
a serious illness : •• "We didn't ha•e nearly 
the depth as we ba,e this year," ~ys Krause 
explaining his confidence aolna Into this 
• weekend's road trip. "I think the most lmpor- · 
I tut thing ls our 111e11tal approach. Past dlf-
' Qcilltles ha,e made our nterans more deter-
mined" ••• Jay,ee Coach Rick Samuels coa-
,1nuts to enjoy enormous succeu · 1n his first 
seallOII at Eastern, as his youaa caaen ru 
their slate to 9-1 after dlsposlnt of Gonzaaa's 
JV's 66-63 last Friday ni1ht ••• Cox con-
tinues to lead the EaaJe scoring with a 22.9 
anrage.- He also has the best field aoal 
shooting percentaae, .658 ••. McAllster has 
a 12.9 a,erage · and Gordon 10.2, while 
Hungenbera has raised his E,Co scoring 
a,erage to 12.6 ... The Eaales aalned con-
siderable headway In District I competition 
last weekend u Whitman, L-C State and 
Central all dropped one decision 
each ••• Only two District 1 squads ad .. nce 
to post-season playoff action. 
Thi• wNk'• gam•· 
TUESDAY-Chico State at Oil; St. 
Matrin's at WWSC. WEDNESDAY-CW 
at ,S PC ; C h I co St ate at S O C . · 
FRIDAY-WWSC at OIT; EW at EOC; 
OCE at SOC. SATURDAY-OGE at Oil; 
EOC at L-C State; EW at CWSC. 
WESTERN WASHINGTON (II) 
Vitalich 2 2-2 6, Wood 1 3-6 5,. Fuhrer 7 
4-5 18. Curran o 0-0 0, Ericksen 1 0-1 2, 
Hendriks O 0-1 0, Smith 8 3-5 19, Visser 6 
4-4 16. Totals 25 16-24 86. 
EASTERN WASHINGTON (83) 
Rldnour O 0-0 0, Waters 2 0-2 4, Gor-
don 6 2-3 14, McAllster 6 0-0 12, Pepple O 
0-1 O, Cox 10 3-4 23, Hungenberg 2 2-2 6, • 
Campbell 3 4-4 1 o, Alan Iva 4 2-3 1 O, • 
Allen 2 0-0 4. Totals 36 13-18 83. · 
Halftlme-EWSC 42, WWSC 36. 
Fouled out-none. Total fouls-EWSC' 
21, WWSC 21. Offlclals-Jackson and 
Mccready A-1,394. 
Jay1uary 30, .1976 
WreStling Here iOnight. 
. , 
. ~· 
Eagles Ready for AIA-
By Bill Blghaus 
Sports Writer 
.. It will be our toughest 
match of the yeas. Needless to 
say we won't be favored." 
So says Eastern 's wrestling 
, coach Curt Byrnes as he 
prepares his grapplers for 
tonight's exhibition match 
against the undefeated and 
· powerful Athletes in Action. 
The match will be held in the 
Special Events Pavilion begin-
ning at 7:30 p.m. 
The Athletes in Action 
represent the Athletic Ministry 
of the Campus Crusade for 
Christ. 
The Eagles, 8-2 in dual 
matches, come into the match 
following a road trip west last 
weekend that resulted in a 23-
21 loss to the University of 
Washington and a 43-8 rout of 
Western . 
"We had a chance to win it. 
We are just disappointed that 
we lost," commented Byrnes 
on the U of W match. Eastern 
had led 21-14 going into the 
final two matches. 
Besides the loss, Byrnes' 
dream of his grapplers winning 
the mythical college wrestling 
championship of the state was 
also shattered. 
To give you a hint on just 
how ·powerful the Athletes .in 
Upward Bound 
Action are, they walloped 
Washington 39-6. Tonight's 
match with the touring 
A_thletes in Action, who are 
also the 1975 AA U National 
Champions, will provide some 
of the best match ups in the 
weight classes of the season. 
Eastern's Lanny Davidson 
( 177), Tony Byrne ( 150) and 
Mike Reed ( 158) combined 
have a 25-0 dual meet record 
to take into the match with the 
AIA. 
According to Byrnes, the 
A IA has three wrestlers that 
havt: a shot at ~aking this 
year's United States Olympic 
Team. Gene Davis, coach and 
team captain of the A IA, · was 
on the 1972 Olympic team. 
Byrnes calls Davis one of 
the most experienced and com-
petitive wrestlers on the team 
and depending on ·what weight 
he wrestles at will face either 
Byrne or Reed. 
Davidson, the · reigning I 77-
pound NAIA champion will 
have his hands full also when 
he meets Sam Hieronymus, 
who wrestled at Washington 
State two years ago. 
Jerry Lorton ( 126), a winner 
in his last six dual matches, 
will be pitted against a former 
continued from page IO -
.. But I have to be pushed or driven to do things," he con-
tinued, .. So when the big competition comes I'll probably be 
doing my best." 
Though he will on occasion be separated from Eastern 's 
track , squad while cemp~ting independently, Mitchell speaks 
highly of Eagle Coach Jerry Martin and the team. 
Mitchell has always avoided team sports with coaches who 
attempt to dominate the athletes behavior . 
.. We have the best track coach there is," Greg declared .... 
have never gotten along with high school coaches and I never 
could get along with my junior college coach. But here at 
Eastern we have a mutual kind of partnership. Everybody on 
the. team reco_gnizes Martin as a great coach." 
Mitchell places a high premium on mental conditioning and 
afte'r attending graduate school in counseling he plans to write 
two books on the psychology of sports. 
•· 1 feel a lot of my workout is getting me to believe that I 
can do it," says ~ itchell. ••1 know conditioning helps a lot but 
30 per cent of conditioning is conditioning your head-m~ntal 
conditioning. Getting yourself believing you .can ' do thi11gs." 
CHENEY Specializing In · 
V.W. MAINTENANCE a REPAIR 
FOREIGN a DOMESTIC REPAIR 
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS 
ROAD. SERVICE - TROUBLE CALLS 
-
TAWANKA COMMONS 
Lunch Menu Feb. 2-8 
All You Can Eat for s1.2s· 
MON.- Featuring theae fine dlahea 
Creole Spaghetti, Fruit Salad Bowl/Pumpkin Bread, 
Meat Sid. andwloh. 
TUES.-
French Dip/Au Jus, Chef Salad, Gr. Bologna/Potato Salad 
WED.- , 
Polish Sausage/Potato Pancake, Egg Salad, Chili Stacks 
THURS.-
Sloppy Joes, Fruit Salad/Date Nut Bread, Salami on Rye. 
FRI.-
Turkey/Homemade Noodles, Tuna Salad, Beef Burritos. 
for more complete ·menu dial 359-2530 
January 30, 197(i' 
national champion Dan Sher-
man who wrestled collegiately 
at the University of Iowa in · 
another key match-up. 
Coach Byrnes has stressed · 
all this season that he has 
attempted to schedule his . 
grapplers against some of the 
best teams in coliege wrestling. 
Asked what it will take to be 
the first team to dump the A IA 
this year, Byrnes had the for-
mula already worked out in his 
head, •·1t will take just a super 
effort on our part. It is not im-
possible, but we will need an 
outstanding effort.'' 
Here is the probable starting 
lin~-up for Eastern by weight 
class for the match with the 
Athletes in Action. 
118-Terry Durdand 
126-Jerrv Lorton 








Photo by Doug McKay 
Eagle wrestlers Lanny Davidson ( 177), Mike Reed (167) and Tony 
Byrne ( 150) have compiled a 25-0 combined record this season. 
·These undefeated grapplers will lead Eastern into tonight's match 
against powerful Athletes in Action at the Pavilion. f ""'""""'"""":j;"" ..... ~~ ................................................................. ""1 
:~ VAL.ENTINE'S DAY .. .IS COMING ~ 
lJW 23, EWSC 21 
11 8-Terry Durland (E) d . Nick Capato 
5-4. 126- Jcrry Lorion (El pinned Dan Her-
man 6:267 . I 34- Bob Spark s (W) d. Manuel 
Hrown 14-4. Art Booker (W) pinned Gary 
Htisting~ 1:51. 150- Tony Byrnc( E)d. Kcl-
ly llrcnncmcn J -2 . 158- Mikc Rced (E) 
pinned Ju red Wchlc.:y 4:46. 167- Brad John-
son (W) d. Jerry Tepler 13-5. 177- Lanny 
Da vid son (E ) d . Mike Bressler 7- 3. 
190- Jay Sulli van (W) pinned Ed Ross 2:09. 
U-Brent Orake (W) d . Greg Darden 9-.l 
,,, . l We have Hallmark Valentine's 








. Use the coupon belcnv to save soc. 
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home to eat pizza. 
So call Pizza· Haven any time. after 5 p.m. and we'll bring a 
hot pizza right to your door. Choose from 16 toppings-
hundreds of combinations! If you want,. we'll also bring spa-
ghetti dinners, Checkered Chick Fried Chicken, salads and 











This coupon good 
for 50¢ off on any 




February 29, 1976. 
Cash value 1/20¢. 
Save SOC 
on any Pizza Haven Honae Delivery. 
~--------------------~ 
Pizza Haven 
Ch·eney . 326 First 235-8484 
Spokane W. 621 Mallon 327-1581 
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/ AS Lowers Price 
of Weekend Films 
Movies will be less expen-
sive on campus starting this 
weekend , since the AS 
legislatu re has taken steps to 
give the student more for his 
money . 
Effective immediately, the 
weekend film series admission 
will be reduced to · 50 cents, 
down from 75 cents. The ac-
tion comes on the heels of 
several record attendance 
movies. 
It wa s estimated that almost 
$200 will remain in student 
pockets. 
Admission was eliminated 
for the Wednesday-mid-week 
·erie by the legislature two 
weeks ago: 
The films are funded by the 
legislature out of the Student 
Acti v ities Review Board 
(SARB) budget. SARB choses 
the movie and hires the ticket 
taker . 
A ll revenues a re returned to 
the general budget and SAR B 
ha rders to produce $12,000 
fo r the school year. There are 
Upcoilllng: 
Jan. 30-31-A THOUSAND 
CLOWNS, comedy, 
Spokane Civic Theatre,. 
8 p.m., $3.00 general, 
$1.50 with student I.D. 
no penalties for failure to clear 
that amount, next year's 
budget won't be altered. 
SARB has earned $8,300 to 
date. There are six more films 
to be shown this quarter, in 
addition to those scheduled for 
spring quarter. 
With this in mind, SARB 
recommended the admission 
reductions ·and the legislature 
passed them. 
l=ntertainment 
How to Attend College Plays 
With the College Theatre Exchange Coupon which IS 
production of Carousel free for all students . 
opening next week, Drama "Second. call the college 
Department Publicity Director theatre, 359-7841, and make 
Mary Windishar has indicated · your reservations. Third, come 
the procedure to attend the to the theatre, in the Fine Arts 
sh~w: ,, . •• complex, no later than 7: 15 
First, she s.ays, go to the p.m. to pick up your reserve 
PUB Information Desk and seating. 
'pick up your Student 
'l 
.-.-~.-"' // I 
!f;n/! ; •.Ii. 
1'4th1 ·, . 
City .Poetry 
Gig Planned 
A group of Spokane citizens 
are doing their best to promote 
original poetry in the Inland 
Empire. 
The group, called Volume II 
Poets, has spent the last three 
and one-half years developing 
an increased audience toward 
all kinds of art. 
Volume II Poets has an-
nounced that' they are moving 
to a new home al the 
Matchbox Theatre, located 
upstairs in the Atrium, S. 123 
Wall. 
Here they will hold their 
weekly meetings and 
scheduled readings. The 
meetings begin at 8 p.m. and 
ev~ryone is urged to par-
ticipate by bringing original 
poetry and horl musical com-
positions. 
Volume 11 Poets plan a 
eries of formal performances 
for the 1976 season. These are 
open to the public with 
donations requested. 
The first of the 1976 season 
Jan. 30-Feb. 6-Student Art 
League exhibits 3-D 
SCULPTURES, PUB 
Gallery, Rm. 123, 9-4 
daily. 
Jan. 30-Feb. 13-Photo-
graphy exhibit by 
SHAO WILLIAMS, Art 
Building Gallery, 9-4 
daily. 
Pop Embraces Clean, White Sound f:f:l1i;i; :~sp!%;r:a:~ 
By Kevin Harris r Another star who carried the same idea Stardust 
Jan. 30-31-AN EVEN-
NING OF SONG AND 
POETRY, Volume II 
P O et S ,. M at C h b OX. 
Theatre, S. 123 Wall, 8 
p.m., $2.00 general, 
$1.00 with student 1.0. 
Jan. 31-Feb. 1-STAR-
DUST, AS movie, PUB, 
7:30 p.m., 50 cents. 
Feb. 4-THE TLME MACH-
INE, AS movie, PUB, 
7:30 p.m., free. 
Feb. 4-FM 89.9 Artist 
Emphasis, STEVEN 
STILLS, 10:05 p.m., 
89.9 MHz. 
Feb. 5-ELECTRIC LIGHT 
ORCHESTRA with · 
LITTLE FEAT, Coli-
seum, 8 p.m. 
Feb. 5-7, 12-15, 19-21, 26-
28, Mar. 4-6, 11-23 
CAROUSEL, musical, 
College Theatre, 7:30 
p.m., $2.00 general, 
free with student ex-
change coupon. 
'staff Writer even farther was a young man from Ottowa, 
This week we'll look into the teenage Canada. Paul Anka had been a success in 
sound, when rock music became specifically New York night clubs and his big hit about 
directed at those between the ages of 13 and romance with an older woman, Diana, es-
19. tablished him firmly in the .. clean sex" 
Several songs and artists contributed to movement. 
this sound, which spoke of drive-in movies, He followed with tunes like Love Mt 
going steady, malt shops and lover's lanes. It Warm and Put Your Head On My Shoulder, 
was the period o_f ··c1ean sex" rock and roll. both classics of their time. 
The · first established teen~.rock star was a But there was yet another contributor to 
man who appealed to · adults as well as the genre of teen-rock and he would soon 
teenagers. His white shoes and fondness for replace the mushiness of the rock sound 
the j_uice of the cow are as m~ch his with a raunchiness of his own. 
trademarks now as they were in 1955. His first million seller was Splish Splash, 
The man was Pat Boone and, along with and he was the late Bobby Darin. 
his clean-cut look, he contributed to rock's Darrin's marriage to movie queen Sandra 
success with his white renditions of black Dee established him as a teen-rock star and 
R& B songs. his own movie roles .made him one of the 
His first hit. Ain't That A Shame, was biggest rock personalities of the time. 
originally a Fats Domino recording titled The one thing that made all these stars 
Ain 't It A Shame. similar and extremely popular was that they 
Little Richard's Tutti Fruitti, along with were white and they sang like whites. 
love letters In The Sand, made Boone the Although it was true in 1956 that black 
first true teen-rock star. recording acts like the Platters, Drifters, 
Then came along another prime example · Chuck Berry and Sam Cooke gained accep-
of the All-American Boy-the kid who lived lance into the pop scene, they were forced to 
at home with mom and dad and never ever sou rid white in order to succeed financially. 
did anything wrong. This situation was to endure until the early 
His name was Ricky Nelson and his pop- sixties. 
ularity on the Ozzie and Harriet Show soon Eventually the •·c1ean sex" sound was to 
made him a teen star. die out to be replaced with a '"gutsier" sound 
Nelson's tunes included Poor Little Fool, that grew into the folk trend. 
Bee-Bob Baby and Traveling Man. They all We'll look into that next week in the 
co ntained the recurring .. clean sex" theme. Hi story of R. ck . -
Next Flick 
Stardust, starring David 
Essex as a rebellious anti-hero 
rock singer, will be shown in 
the Pl} 8, Jan. 31 and Feb. 1, 
at 7:30 p.m. 
The film documents the 
singer•s skyrocket leap to fame 
and fortune. In . mannerism~. 
events and song segments it 
suggests a biography of the 
· Beatles. 
Essex has been compared to 
Paul McCartney in his Star-
~ust_ perf9rmance. . 
The musical soundtrack 
a bcentuates the seventies 
sound, deliberately striking a 
comparison with Elton John, 
Richie. Blackmore ~nd other 
rock figures. 
The film also stars Larry 
Hagman, in a ruthless por-
trayal as Essex_' s business 
manager, Adam Faith, and 
Who drummer Keith Moon. 
Stardust is the first film to 
be offered at the recently· ap-
proved reduced admission 
price of 50 cents. 
I 
LANDS EN.D TAVERN LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES 
PRESENTS 
All COLLEGE NI.GH~ ... 
Every Wed. $1 25 Pitchers With College I.D. 
~ featuring SEASON STREET {Music 5 Nights) 
S. 174 HOWARD SPOKANE 
Page twehe The Easterner 
All 6.98 List Albums ••••••••••••• ~ •• ~4.69 
All 7 .98 List Tapes ••••••••••••••••• ~ 5. 99 
BUDGET ,. 
TAPES & ·RECORDS 
N. 1212 HAMILTON SPOKANE 489-8135 
January 30, 1976 
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